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Report of the Senate Task Force on Retention and Advancement (STFRA)

Summary

The STFRA has reviewed the Cil -WP and heard from numerous other sources in addressing the
Faculty Senate resolution regarding retention and advancement of undergraduate students at the
UA. In summary, the STFRA:

. Endorses the general philosophy of the C11-WP of offering a range of degree programs
that match the range of incoming students' interests and goals;

Specifically suggests three degree types, namely Regular, Multidisciplinary and Honors';

. Recommends that UA adopt strategies to increase the fraction of incoming freshman with
academic indices (AI) greater than 150 (SAT>1060).

Suggests that the on-campus enrollment should be increased by 10-20 percent.

Recommends a substantial increase in off-campus enrollment and more effective
coordination of these efforts;

Believes improvements could be achieved in the overall teaching program by
implementing a number of reforms/enhancements including the establishment of a "Master
Teachers" rank within the faculty, review of the relative use of GTAs and Instructors, changes in
the employment conditions for Instructors, implementation of a Teaching Cost Recovery
incentive plan etc.

Suggests that the UA adopt a more flexible and supportive approach to its students,
especially to those that must work in order to finance their education.

Is conscious that its reconimendations, while consistent with those advanced by the Cli,
must be approached experimentally and modified in the light of experience, especially in regard
to market studies.

The STFRA wishes to thank the staff of the Faculty Center for their very capable assistance during the
development of this report and to the many faculty members who have contributed ideas and information
in regard to undergraduate retention and advancement. It would also like to acknowledge input from C.
Impey, E. Prather, M. Proctor, D. Rix and L. Soto-Delgadillo after completion of an initial draft of this
report.

'These naines were chosen for specificity and after much debate; they may be changed as seems appropriate.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background.. The Faculty Senate has long recognized the problem of graduation rate at the
University of Arizona. The problem arises in the context of both the percentage of incoming students
that graduate and the total number of graduating students relative to the needs of the State and its
employers. This issue was addressed several years ago by an ad hoc committee of faculty drawn from
across the University. The Committee of Eleven (Cil) requested an updated version of this report and,
after some amendment, submitted it to the Faculty Senate for consideration in May 2007. The Senate
then voted to establish a Senate Task Force on Retention and Advancement. This document constitutes
the report of that Task Force to the Faculty Senate.

1.2 Senate Task Force on Retention and Advancement (STFRA). At its September 2007
meeting the Faculty Senate resolved to:

Establish a Senate Task Force on Student Retention and Advancement for the purpose
of restructuring the undergraduate experience to increase student retention and graduation rates
of all students irrespective of their preparation.
Utilize the report submitted to the Senate, May of 2007, by the Committee of Eleven as a data
base to determine academic success and retention based on the Academic Index and other
relevant factors.
Analyze the Committee of Eleven proposal and any other approaches that will improve retention
and graduation rates for all students, but with a particular emphasis on the cohorts with the
lowest and highest Academic Indices.
Recommend actions to restructure the undergraduate experience to optimize graduation rates and
retention, consistent with available resources.

Chair of the faculty, Professor Wanda Howell, thereupon set up the STFRA; the current membership is
as follows:

Lynda Bergsma (Public Health-Rural Health Office COPH); William E. Conway (Math, COS); Owen
K. Davis (Geosciences COS); Thomas Fleming (Astronomy, COS); Anne Marie Hall (English COH);
Ashley Hyne (ASUA); Bill Matter (School of Natural Resources, CALS); Peter McAllister (Music
COFA); Beth Mitchneck (SBS); J. C. Mutchler (History, UAS); Sandra Nemeth (GPSC); David Ortiz
(History, SBS); Jonathan Sprinkle (Electrical & Computer Engr, ENGR); Peter Strittmatter
(Astronomy, COS, Chair); Mae Smith (Spec Ed, Rehab, School Psych, COE); Lynne Tronsdai
(Student Retention); and John Ulreich (English, COH). E.Durban, B. Harrison and J. Engel participated
as task force members in AY 2007/8.

The STFRA met at approximately one month intervals during the AY 2007/8 and resumed meetings in
the fall of 2008. It heard presentations from: John Hildebrand (ARL), Mike Proctor (Senior Associate
Vice President, Outreach & International Programs), Laura Berry (Associate Dean, Honors College) and
Ed Prather (Center for Astronomy Education).
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that UA accepts students with a very wide range of preparedness and with an average achievement leve!
(as measured by graduation rate) that is significantly below otherwise comparable (AAU peer)
institutions. There is also some suggestion that retention of our best students may also be worse than for
similar students at our AAU peer universities.

2. Guiding Considerations

2.1 Goals. The STFRA adopted the following goals to improve the educational outcome for all UA
students:

Provide students with a supportive and challenging environment in which to pursue their
career goals.
Improve graduation rate as a fraction of the entering class.
Increase total enrollment and hence also the total number of graduates per year.
Improve academic standards.
Recruit and retain exceptional students.
Recruit and maintain a diverse student community.

It was recognized from the outset that conventional wisdom might view some of these goals as mutually
inconsistent. Nonetheless they seemed to the STFRA to be both achievable and appropriate to a
university seeking to be among the top ten public universities in the nation. The current economic
circumstances in Arizona have clearly increased the challenge.

2.2 Approach. The STFRA reviewed the proposal in the C11-WP and concurred with the general
approach, namely to modify the study paths and degree structure offered at the UA in order to improve
the match between student abilities/preparedness/career goals and their course of studies. The specifics
of such improved matching cannot be prescribed in a "one size fits all" manner but rather must be
adapted to the field/college in question - for, example Science, Humanities and Fine Arts are likely to
have very different options. However, the guiding principles underlying the C11-WP recommendations
may be summarized as follows:

Ensure that graduates have a good general education.
Tailor offerings/requirements more closely to students' needs.
Develop a range of study paths and mesh them with the needs of the State's employers.
Allow students to advance to levels determined by their demonstrated accomplishment.
Avoid unnecessary repetition of course work.
Increase flexibility - including changes in study path.

2.3 Boundary Conditions. The SFTRA recognized from the outset that there are many boundary
conditions that influence student retention and advancement. Among these are:
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resource enhancement does not appear reflect the likely conditions2 in which UA and/or its prospective
students must operate. The STFRA has therefore attempted to examine ways in which the goals stated in
section 2.1 can be achieved within realistic boundary conditions in regard to funding.

ABOR policies. To the best of our understanding, ABOR has decided not to create any new
4-year colleges/universities3 in response to the projected growth in student demand; this inevitably leads
to a growing student body on or associated with existing campuses.

ABOR/Legislative funding/admissions algorithms. The character of the student body will
also be determined by various policies dealing with admissions and funding. Relevant in this context
are: (a) limits on out-of-state enrollment (<30%); (b) mandatory admission for the top 25% of a high
school graduating class (previously 50%); and (c) the ratio of 22:1 between student FTE and faculty in
determining the level of the State subsidy (oten only partially funded).

Meshing with ASU and NAU within the Arizona university system. The UA is part of the
Arizona university system under the supervision of ABOR. Its program must therefore be coordinated
with those of its sister institutions.

2.4 Causes of UA's Low Graduation Rate. The STFRA attempted to list the possible causes for the
rather poor graduation rate compared to our AAU peers since only with such understanding can the
problem be addressed. The STFRA has not carried out a detailed survey to assess the relative
importance of the various potential factors, which include:

The high proportion (33%) of students admitted with SAT (or equivalent) scores below
P-1050. National statistics indicate that the expectation that these students will not graduate in six years
exceeds 50%.

The poor level of preparedness of students educated at high schools within Arizona even
when placed in the top 50% of their high school class.

The possibility that many UA students, especially those that were least well prepared initially,
have difficulty finding a regular (traditional) major that suits their interests and career goals.

Some of the very best students find the environment at the UA insufficiently challenging that
they seek opportunities at other institutions - or are actively recruited by them.

An insufficiently supportive atmosphere at the UA especially for minority or disadvantaged
students.

The STFRA also looked at limitations to overall graduation numbers. These include the
following elements:

Restrictions on admissions quotas at a time when the UA enrollment was capped at 40,000
students - a cap that has now been lifted.

Limited programs and facilities for distance learning.
Absence of branch campuses (or even offices) in major conurbations outside Tucson.

2 A more likely scenario may be a relative steady state between slowly increasing tuition and declining state
support. We note that some of our later proposals may create opportunities for delivering high demand degrees at
lower cost.

We understand that ABOR has initiated discussion of expanded "branch" or "learning center" operations - a
subject which we address later in this report..
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3. Report on STFRA Deliberations

The STFRA has reviewed the overall undergraduate education program, analyzed the Cli - WP
as well as the material presented to it by invited consultants during its deliberations. It reports as follows
on its conclusions. It reiterates that these are not "one-size-fits-all" mandates but rather qualitative
suggestions that may find constructive adaptation in different academic contexts. It notes that, from
Figures 1 and 2, a "sure fire" way to improve the six-year graduation rate is to admit a higher proportion
of high AI students thereby reducing the range of preparedness of incoming students; evolution in this
direction may well occur. There are, however, several other ways in which to improve the graduation
rate as we!! as total graduate numbers. We discuss several of these below.

3.1 Developing Multiple Degree Paths. Given the great range ofstudent preparedness, aptitude and
interests, the STFRA strongly recommends adoption ofthe "multiple study path" (MSP) approach
suggested by the C i i -WP. This approach offers a more flexible means for accommodating the great
range of student interests and talents and allows them to proceed at a pace more suited to their individual
needs. We will suggest that such an approach need not cost more than is currently being expended but
would open up possibilities for increased enrollment in the future. The structure we envisage builds on
the C i i -WP proposal in that it would involve three different degrees types, which we designate as
"regular", "multi-disciplinary" and "honors". These are described individually below.

Regular Degrees. These would be remain more or less unchanged from current UA practice
and may be expected to attract the largest body of students, who would select a major (possibly more
than one) and pursue it to the degree leve! in their chosen subject (s). Students who excelled (higher than
3.5 GPA) would still be awarded a degree with honors. No college would be obliged to offer anything
other than a regular degree program although it is likely that most will consider other options (see
below). Colleges/Departments would be encouraged to set minimum accomplishment standards for
admission to the regular degree program in question.

Multidisciplinary Degrees. Under this approach, a student would select a program of study in
multiple subjects (perhaps 3) each to be pursued to a less advanced level than a regular degree in any
one of the subjects4. The STFRA recognizes that a few such programs are already in existence but
believes that the approach should be expanded significantly to accommodate those students that seek a
broader education that would also mesh better with their generally non-specialist career goals and
prospects. Such an expanded program would eliminate the desperate search for a major that many
students experience and also provide a natural - and probably more suitable - alternative for those who
do not qualify' for majors with threshold criteria. The STFRA suggests that initially the Multidisciplinary
Degree program might offer a restricted sample of subject combinations, established with a view to
meeting student and employer interest/demand. In time the offerings could be modified and expanded in
the light of experience and to provide greater flexibility. Since it is likely that multiple
departments/colleges will be involved in any one Multidisciplinary Degree program, the STFRA
proposes that the overall program be coordinated through University College with curriculum and
instructors drawn from existing colleges/departments. It seems likely that such Multidisciplinary
Degrees would be of considerable interest to individuals studying off-campus.

"The STFRA notes that this program is distinct from the Interdisciplinary Degree programs already offered at the
University and which involve studies at least at the level of a regular degree in the Interdisciplinary program.
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. Honors Degrees5. These degrees would be offered by departments with traditional majors but
would be aimed from the outset at students wishing to reach a more advanced level than would be the
case for a regular degree. This program is aimed at academically gifted students many of whom will
proceed to graduate school. Admission to such a program would be based on level of demonstrated
accomplishment and continuation would be based on performance in the Major in question. On
completion of their course of studies, students would receive an Honors Degree - as opposed to a
regular degree with honors. Students should by then have achieved an understanding of their field (s)
that approaches the requirements of a Master degree. Tndeed, in some fields, the Honors degree and
"Accelerated Masters" degree might follow in rapid succession or perhaps be combined.

Figure 3. Schematic, adapted from the Cli - WP, illustrating the different student paths depending on
individual student preparedness, career goals, university accomplishment etc.

3.2 General Education. As noted above, the STFRA strongly believes that any UA graduate should
have a well-rounded general education in addition to the more specialized knowledge/capabilities
associated in varying forms with the three different degree types described above. The General
Education requirement should therefore remain in place (perhaps with some modification) for essentially
all students in Regular or Multidisciplinary degree programs. The actual General Education course
offerings can be the same for either type of degree recognizing that for many of these students, the
program is covering basic deficiencies in their basic high school education. Many members of the
STFRA felt that a different approach should be adopted for Honors Degree candidates, with perhaps
fewer course requirements and a curriculum that reflected the generally higher level of academic
preparation and accomplishment of these students. Our suggestion here is a curriculum modeled more

The STFRA recognizes that the use of the terms "Honors Degree" and regular "Degree with Honors" may cause some
confusion but felt the advantage of well known terms trumped any ambiguity. The C11-WP used the term APS
(Advanced/Professional/Specialist) Degree instead of "Honors Degree" but the concept is the same.
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on the genera! education programs at Harvard or Columbia. Since honors sections of Genera! education
are already offered, these cou!d be modified for this purpose without increasing costs.

3.3 Approaches to Teaching. The STFRA recognizes that the style and quality ofteaching can have a
significant impact on the graduation rate and may in fact account for some ofthe dispersion shown in
average graduation rate vs average incoming SAT score that is evident in Figure 1 6 The fo!!owing
approaches should help achieve an improved graduation rate.

s Interactive Mode Teaching. The STFRA heard presentations on this subject from Anne-
Marie Hall (English) and Ed Prather (Center for Astronomy Education). Both stressed that for many
students the key to !earning lay in strong interpersonal interactions with students and/or instructors. Dr.
Prather provided a report on the impact ofsuch approaches in the teaching ofNATS 102. Their
summaries are included as Appendix I. In essence, the personal interaction stimulates interest and hence
learning in students that are not initially interested in the pure subject matter. The UA has some
programs to mentor faculty and teaching assistants in interactive teaching techniques. STFRA
recommends additional emphasis on this approach, especially for the less academically oriented students.

. Appropriate Course Offerings. While the traditional academic disciplines and course
offerings are appropriate to various more or less specialized career paths, they do not match the interests
or career aspirations ofmany undergraduates. Nor do they mesh well with the needs of many employers
who are more interested in individuals who can think critically and flexibly over a wide range of ever
changing situations. Finally, success in a number of specialized disciplines requires special aptitude and
inclination on the part of the student with the result that the department may place admission criteria on
new students. This has resulted in the annual search for a major on the part of significant numbers of UA
undergraduates. All three circumstances add to the probability that students will drop out rather than
complete a degree in an area where their interest and future prospects are low. The STFRA believes that,
with the development of an expanded and appropriately configured Multidisciplinary Degree program,
these problems will be reduced substantially. It recommends that such a degree program with well
selected combinations of subject components be implemented as a matter of high priority.

. Master Teachers. The STFRA received input from Professor J. Hildebrand and others on the
concept of Master Teachers as a very effective and efficient means of delivering high quality education
to a substantial number of freshmen and sophomores. Hildebrand's report of this concept in operation at
Georgia State University may be found in Appendix II. Master Teachers are recruited for their teaching
ability rather than their research prowess, although they are free to pursue research interests also. They
are hired as full members of the faculty in a specific department with rights to promotion, continuing
status etc. Their performance evaluations are focused on the quality and quantity of their teaching.
Master Teachers are responsible for much of the introductory course instruction, leaving the more
advanced and specialized courses (undergraduate and graduate) to those actively involved in research in
the specific fields concerned. In the UA context, Master Teachers' efforts are likely to focus on General
Education, Multidisciplinary and the introductory courses for the regular degree programs. Because they
are associated with colleagues engaged in active research, they are in constant contact with advances in
the field thereby benefiting their teaching.

6 We note, however, that among our AAU peers differences in teaching and course content do not mask the basic
dependence of graduation rate on sat score or Academic Index.
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Teaching Assistants/Instructors. Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTA) make up an essential
component of the teaching process at all research universities. Their role is especially important for
classes that are taught in large sections or for laboratory exercises. GTAs provide not only an important
instructional service but also enhanced opportunities for person to person interaction (see above). In
return, the GTAs receive a stipend and an opportunity to pursue their academic research interests under
the supervision of an established researcher in the field. The university gains on all three fronts,
undergraduate teaching, training of young researchers and advancement of faculty research programs.
As with professors, there is, however, no guarantee that an excellent research trainee will also be an
excellent GTA. An alternative approach is to hire professional instructors to provide the same kind of
support to the undergraduate teaching program as is provided by GTA's. This has the advantage that
instructors can be hired and evaluated solely on their teaching ability - a benefit to most undergraduate
students. Furthermore, their work load as instructors would generally exceed the teaching work load of
GTAs so that the instructor approach can be less expensive in circumstances where research is not a
driver. The STFRA recommends that the UA examine the optimum ratio of GTA/Instructor resources
(this will depend on discipline) so that the former are used primarily when graduate research is the
driver. When undergraduate teaching is the driver, Instructors may be the preferred approach.

3.4 Teaching Logistics. The STFRA discussed numerous issues that may be viewed under the rubric
of teaching logistics. It offers the following comments:

Enrollment. The UA has operated for some time on the assumption that its main campus
enrollment would be capped at 40,000 FTE. Indeed the earliest version of the C1l-WP was written by
an ad hoc faculty group within this framework and was designed to ensure adequate flexibility to
provide challenging programs for students across the entire spectrum of academic preparedness of UA
incoming students. The situation has evolved substantially with greater pressures from the state, ABOR
and others to increase enrollment and to improve the graduation rate. While the STFRA was initially
concerned about the ability of the main campus to accommodate more students, it became convinced
that, at least logistically, a significant increase ( 10-20%) in on campus enrollment was feasible7. It also
concluded that a significant expansion of the off-campus student body was possible with appropriate
policies and coordination (see below). The STFRA stresses that appropriate degree structures, such as
those described above, are essential if this is to occur. In carrying out any off-campus expansion, the
STFRA concurred with the basic policy of Outreach College that the programs should be mission centric,
revenue positive, sustainable and have a quantifiable impact.

Course Scheduling. Most full time students resident on campus have little difficulty in
accommodating to the schedules set by the faculty. Indeed the times at which they are willing to attend
class are limited by personal considerations. Students who are working to pay their way through college
often have more serious difficulties, as they try to live in an academic environment largely geared to the
full time student8. Indeed the very question being addressed in this report, the six-year graduation rate,
implies that such students are automatically categorized as failing to meet expectations. This can be

An increase of 10% or j-4,000 students would, assuming that each takes eight 3 unit credits per year and pays in
state tuition, generate an increment in annual funding> $22M from tuition and a somewhat larger amount from
putative state support via the 22:1 formula.
8 With an aging population/work force, there is also growing demand from non-traditional students who also
require more flexibility in study opportunities.
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corrected by creating a formal accounting of study time9 for such part time students and arranging
course sequences so that they are available at convenient times (morning and/or evening alternatives) to
fit work commitments. This can presumably be accomplished most readily for the Multidisciplinary
Degree students, whether resident or non-resident.

. Branch Campuses/Learning Centers. The STFRA heard a detailed presentation from M.
Proctor, Senior Associate Vice President, Outreach & International Programs, regarding the UA's off-
campus programs including UA South. It agreed that demography, finances and ABOR policies made it
difficult for UA to contemplate establishing Branch campuses, as has been accomplished by ASU from
its geographical position in a very large metropolitan area. Rather the UA should consider developing or
expanding remote centers at appropriate locations throughout at least southern Arizona (and ultimately
further north), wherever sufficient demand exists based on the genera! principles listed above for
Outreach College. Examples might include Bisbee, Casa Grande, Chandler, Douglas, Nogales, Safford,
Yuma - some of which exist already. The question of UA South needs to be addressed in this overall
context. Evolution to a major Learning Center rather than a branch campus may provide a solution. The
Learning Centers might be operated using the facilities of Community Colleges or other appropriate
institutions that would, in each case, need to be equipped with necessary communications equipment (if
not already available). Such Centers would also require some level of staffing, which would need to be
ramped up over time as demand (and hence income) developed. Courses might be offered either by
video link from appropriate campus lectures or by faculty from the main campus travelling to the Center
in question'°. Some kind of feed back system would also be necessary. The STFRA recognizes that
demand for courses offered through remote centers will be weighted to certain standard disciplines and
probably to Multidisciplinary degrees - with demand and academic standards being the determining
features. Course content would be the responsibility of regular departments but may often be delivered
by appropriately qualified instructors.

. Distance Learning. The UA offers 200 distance learning opportunities but the STFRA was
concerned that there appeared to be no central coordination of these courses. Such coordination seems to
be an appropriate function for Outreach College, (it currently administers roughly half of them), and
which would also be responsible for making sure that these courses and degree programs met the
criteria listed above for the College. With appropriate web and other communications arrangements, it
should be possible to increase the student instructor interaction. These courses will generally be
conducted by instructors with course content and academic standards determined by the regular
Colleges/Departments.

3.5 Organizational Matters. Given that the proposed degree structures and modes of delivery differ at
least in some aspects from the current operations, the STFRA makes the following recommendations.

College/Departmental Responsibilities. The basic course content for all degrees (honors,
regular, multidisciplinary) and the General Education Program, whether undertaken on- or off-campus,

For example, their time to graduate could be counted in "study years" rather than calendar years upon initial
designation of their fractional commitment of time.
10 This is not intended to exclude the possibility that, where justified by demand, some faculty might be resident
off-campus while nonetheless being members of a main-campus department; the STFRA understands that efforts
along these line are being implemented through the Arizona Educational Extension.
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would remain the responsibility ofthe ranked, discipline-specific faculty in main-campus departments,
even ifdetailed organizational structures are changed as a result ofthe current "transformation" process.

. General Education. The administrative coordination ofthe General Education Program might
most efficiently be assigned to University College but the course content would be determined by the
appropriate regular Colleges/Departments. The regular Colleges /Departments would be required to
provide the necessary number of seats by annual arrangement with University College. Courses would
normally be taught in large (>150 student) sections, with the exception ofHonors courses. Off-campus
General Education could be implemented relatively easily and administered through Outreach College.

s Multidisciplinary Programs. These will generally but not necessarily involve courses from
more than one College and certainly more than one Department. While the course content would remain
the responsibility ofthe traditional Colleges/Departments, it appears that some kind of administrative
coordination would be useful. Again University College might serve this function efficiently since it is
already involved in dealing with initially undeclared students. These degree programs are likely to have
substantial appeal to off-campus students.

. Distance Learning. Students undertaking such studies are most likely to be involved in
multidisciplinary or regular degrees. The STFRA was concerned about both the number of such
opportunities offered and the historic lack of coordination of these off-campus activities (whether
regularly taught classes at an off-campus location or e-studies or some combination). The STFRA
recommends that these opportunities be coordinated through Outreach College, which would also be
charged with ensuring that the offerings generate net revenue (after some start-up period. Since the
necessary arrangements with Colleges/Departments are similar to those that we propose that University
College would undertake for Multidisciplinary Degrees and General Education, consolidation/
coordination of University College and Outreach College activities may be appropriate. In any event, it
is envisaged that Outreach College would be the facilitative agency for delivering content developed by
the main-campus departments/colleges.

Funding Teaching Activities. While it is clear that the basic teaching functions are covered
within the base budgets of Colleges/Departments, the STFRA believes that it would be very cost-
effective to introduce some kind of financial return to Colleges/Departments that perform beyond the
base requirement. These "Tuition Cost Recovery" (TCR) funds could be some specified fraction of the
tuition payments above some base amount, much as is done with the "Indirect Cost Recovery" funds's
that are returned in part to departments as a modest fraction of their grant funded research income. These
TCR funds could be used by departments to improve teaching facilities, increase their instruction base
and hence their enrollment. He STFRA believes appropriate implementation of such a system could
provide a huge increment in faculty morale and be revenue positive.

s Instructors. The STFRA has recommended (see above) that the UA consider implementing a
two stream tenure track faculty consisting of regular faculty, expected to maintain active, externally
funded research programs, and "master teachers", hired and promoted specifically for their teaching
abilities. Both streams would enjoy the privileges/duties of ranked faculty. The STFRA also
recommends (see above) increasing use of Instructors. It notes, however, that employment conditions for
Instructors are in need of stabilization so that Instructor employment is not in practice a year-to-year

The recent reduction in the ICR funds returned to departments is seen as a step in the wrong direction as it reduces UA's
competitiveness in the research arena. The TCR funds would enhance both the amount and quality of teaching and hence
result in increased enrollment of more academically gifted students.
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freshmen on graduation rate is relatively easy to calculate. In Figure 4 we show the current AI
distribution together with three other options each calculated under the assumption that the enrollment
increases by 20 percent is as follows: (A) the same distribution in AI as at present; (B) the same number
of students with Al< 150 are admitted as currently and the 20 percent increase is distributed among the
remaining AI groups in the same proportion as today; and (C) the threshold for admission is raised to
A1150 and the increase of 20% is distributed among the AI groups with AI> 175 in the same
proportion as currently. Table i shows the impact on percentage graduation rate for each of the three
distributions and the fractional increase in numbers graduating for each.

Changes in Approach to Teaching. The likely impact of the proposed changes is very difficult to
quantif5. It is clear, however, from Figure 1 that there is a significant dispersion among AAU peer
institutions in average graduation rate for any specific SAT score. If we assume that this dispersion in
graduation rate is due entirely to teaching program differences, we can use Figure 1 to estimate the

Table I

maximum impact that the suggested changes might produce at UA (there is no guarantee of achieving
this). On that basis the UA graduation rate might increase from 56% to perhaps 70%, an improvement of
14%. We note that this improvement, if it occurs, is likely to be weighted strongly to the lower AI
students who, according to Prather (Appendix II), show the biggest improvement with teaching style and
who may also benefit most from the introduction of the multidisciplinary degree program. In the
absence of hard data on this matter, we adopt a graduation rate improvement of 10% for teaching
program adjustments and include this in Table i also.

Off-Campus Learning. The STFRA recommends that the UA undertake a significant expansion
of its off-campus degree programs. This effort should be market driven and should fulfill the criteria
established for such programs under Outreach College (see section 34)13 The STFRA believes that the
principal student interest in this program is likely to be Multidisciplinary degrees and specialist degrees
in certain disciplines. There is presently no reliable means of predicting the graduation rate from such an

12 The enhancement resulting from programmatic changes has been estimated at 10% base on the dispersion in performance
at given SAT noted in Figure 1; it is certainly not guaranteed.

3 According to Senior Associate Vice-President M. Proctor, off-campus learning generated $4.8M in net revenue in
AY2006/7 based on a total enrollment (credit and non-credit) of-5050 students.
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Normalized Enrollment

Grad Rate (%)
Normalized Grad Rate
Normalized Grad Number

Grad Rate with Program Changes12
Normalized Grad Rate
Normalized Grad Number

(%)

Current

1.0

58
1.00
1.00

68
1.17
1.17

Option A

1.2

58

1.00
1.20

68
1.17
1.40

Option B

1.2

60
1.04
1.24

70
1.21

1.45

Option C

1.2

68
1.17
1.40

78
1.34
1.61



expanded off-campus program - so we make no attempt to do so. We recommend, however, that the on-
and off- campus graduation rate statistics be maintained separately.

The STFRA believes that a significant improvement in UA graduation rate can be achieved with
realistic (affordable) program changes. This conclusion rests on the assumption that the University's
overall teaching budget per student does not decline significantly. It will, however, be necessary to
ensure that the proposed changes are implemented and modified as appropriate in the light of experience.

4. Summary

The STFRA has reviewed the Cil -WP and heard from numerous other sources in addressing the
Faculty Senate resolution regarding retention and advancement of undergraduate students at the UA. In
summary, the STFRA:

Endorses the general philosophy of the Cl1-WP of offering a range of degree programs that
match the range of incoming students' interests and goals;

Specifically suggests three degree types, namely Regular, Multidisciplinary and Honors'4;

Recommends that UA adopt strategies to increase the fraction of incoming freshman with
academic indices (AI) greater than 150 (SAT>1060).

Suggests that the on-campus enrollment should be increased by 10-20 percent.

Recommends a substantial increase in off-campus enrollment and more effective coordination of
these efforts;

Believes improvements could be achieved in the overall teaching program by implementing a
number of reforms/enhancements including the establishment of a "Master Teachers" rank within the
faculty, review of the relative use of GTAs and Instructors, changes in the employment conditions for
Instructors, implementation of a Teaching Cost Recovery incentive plan etc.

Suggests that the UA adopt a more flexible and supportive approach to its students, especially to
those that must work in order to finance their education.

Is conscious that its recommendations, while consistent with those advanced by the Cli, must be
approached experimentally and modified in the light of experience, especially in regard to market
studies.

In conclusion the STFRA wishes to thank the staff of the Faculty Center for their very capable
assistance during the development of this report and to the many faculty members who have contributed
ideas and information in regard to undergraduate retention and advancement. It would also like to
acknowledge input from C. Impey, E. Prather, M. Proctor, D. Rix and L. Soto-Delgadillo after
completion of an initial draft of this report.

These names were chosen for specificity and after much debate; they may be changed as seems appropriate.
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Appendix I

Input on the Value of Interactive Learning

Foundations English Composition - English 101+ at The University of Arizona

prepared by

Professor Anne-Marie Hall

Previously, students who are most at-risk (based on Academic Index) had to take a 3 credit, semester
long course (ENGL 100) to prepare them for the regular two semester sequence of writing required at
the University of Arizona (ENGL 101 and ENGL 102).

After a 4 year pilot study, we implemented a new program in Fall 2007. Students take ENGL 101 (the
first of the two semester sequence) with a one credit Writing Studio attached (ENGL 197b). Advantages
are several: time to degree is reduced by one semester, students complete Foundations English
Composition with 7 units instead of 9 units, students are not labeled "remedial," and continuation and
retention efforts improved.

Profile of students who take what we call ENGL 101+ (because it is a 3 + 1 process of
completing the course) includes 43% minorities (compared to the F2007 Freshman class of
26.1% minority).
Continuation rates for ENGL 101+ students from Fall 2007 to Spring 2008 was 74.2%
(compared to 76% continuation for all First-Year Composition students).
Retention rates for ENGL 101+ from Fall 2007 to Fall 2008 was 79.3%; this compares to a
previous retention rate of ENGL 100 students of 60% (a 19.3% increase).
Passing rates for ENGL 101+ in ENGL 102 was 89.2%. Previously, ENGL 100 students who
made it to ENGL 102 passed at a rate of 45%.

This new configuration of developmental writing classes is based on a modification of the regular
ENGL 101 curriculum; but the key factor in increasing retention of these students appears to be the
increased "face time" with the same instructor in the one credit Writing Studio (ENGL 1 97b).



A Learner-Centered Approach to
Teaching and Learning in "NATS 102 - The Physical Universe"

Prepared by

Dr. Edward Prather
Steward Observatory

Department of Astronomy
University of Arizona

This report is offered to document educational statements and findings I first provided during a
meeting ofthe Retention and Advancement Committee on March 10, 2008. As a part ofmy academic
work at the University ofArizona, I serve as Executive Director for the Center for Astronomy Education
(CAE) located in the Steward Observatory and Department ofAstronomy. For the past decade, CAE
members have been conducting research - in collaboration with faculty and graduate students at UofA
and other universities around the country - on how to create learner-centered environments that move
students away from their typical passive role in the classroom and into active roles where their time
spent in the traditional lecture portion ofclass is used to engage their higher-order thinking abilities.
The classroom environment and instructional strategies described below promote a cognitive struggle
that helps students develop scientifically robust concepts about topics they are taught, gain a true
appreciation for the nature of science, and significantly advance their ability to reason critically at a deep
intellectual level (Bardar, 2008; Hudgins et al, 2006; Prather et al, 2006).

I will try to provide some details regarding the structure and environment of my "NATS 102 -
The Physical Universe" course that are necessary to appreciate how student engagement is facilitated. I
would like to note that we have 70-90% attendance (even though attendance is not taken daily, nor
worth more than 10% of their grade), and the course is ranked far above the comparative average for
similar courses based on end-of-the-semester student evaluations. This course is taught in a large
enrollment classroom, with enrollment capped at either 150 students or 300 students per class. It has
been taught as both a M-W-F and a T-Th course. The course meets in the large enrollment classroom
only (no small group break-out sections, etc.).

For a day which starts with a new topic rather than the continuation of a previous topic, class
would begin with an elicitation that involves asking the students a thought provoking conceptual
question(s) which has the ability to probe their naïve ideas on the topic to be addressed. The students
would either be asked to vote (using colored A, B, C, D cards or electronic response devices) for their
answer (if the question(s) are multiple choice), or would be asked to provide written answer with a
detailed explanation (if the question is being used to provide an element of writing to the course format).
In either case, a short discussion about the subtle naïve beliefs and reasoning difficulties that are elicited
by the question would follow. As this is an elicitation, this discussion would be kept short, allowing for
more time to be spent later on these ideas in the learner-centered instruction to come.

The traditional lecture portion of the course now follows, with the goal of providing the
background (historical and scientific) necessary to provide the motivation, rules, mathematical model,
and general context needed to support the collaborative group work that will follow lecture. During this
lecture portion of the course, I am continually asking students to maintain an active-level of involvement
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with the content by having the students: (1) commit (often in writing) to a prediction about the outcome
to hypothetical scenarios, physical demonstrations or computer animations; (2) act out the physical
situation being described in lecture as a form ofkinesthetic demo at the front ofthe class; (3) answer
aloud as an entire class, in real time, to complete a statement that has been provided (by me) as part of
lecture, and (4) vote on questions designed to assure that they stay with the flow ofthe lecture and are
aware ofthe salient ideas that are being discussed in the moment. Again, it is worth noting even during
this, the "lecture" portion ofthe course, the classroom environment is designed to be as intellectually
engaging and active as possible. Following lecture, a conceptually challenging question is asked
(students are instructed that this question is offered to help them gauge the expectation ofwhat will be
asked on exam day), and students are asked to vote on this question - but not asked to discuss their
answer; further, the answer to this question is not provided to students. Rather, we use the inherent
anticipation and cognitive dissonance these questions provide to motivate the small-group collaborative
activity that is next to come. The preceding "lecture" portion ofthe class takes roughly 20-30 minutes in
a typical class. This time can vary, ofcourse, but the intent is to not lecture for longer than this amount
oftime without having students work in an active group-setting that puts to use the ideas ofthe lecture.

Next, students are directed to work through a small-group interactive learning activity from one
oftwo different , research-validated curricula known as "Lecture-Tutorial" and "Ranking Tasks"
(Prather et al, 2007; Prather and Hudgins, 2005). Both ofthese in-class collaborative learning curricula
were created at the University ofArizona through a systematic and iterative field-testing process which
included research on their effectiveness for improving students understanding ofkey course topics
(Hudgins et al, 2006; Prather et al, 2006). These activities are designed around a scaffolding of
questions written to guide collaborative student groups to use information presented in lecture applied to
novel physical situations. These activities then motivate the learning groups to make use of different
representations (drawings, schematics, graphs, data, etc.) which require students to confront their naïve
ideas as well as negotiate with and explain their reasoning to their peers. Through this process students
are guided to work at the deepest cognitive levels.

Following these activities (which last 10-20 minutes), a very brief discussion is offered to the
class in which they are encouraged to ask well formulated questions (but, not the answer to a particular
activity question) intended to help them settle a debate their group was having or help them past a
conceptual or reasoning difficulty they felt may have lead them to a wrong answer or caused them to
doubt their results. These student driven questions are typically answered through class consensus and
debate. The answers to the activities are not published nor provided as a part of the course. Rather,
students are encouraged to come to office hours for additional help (note that a large number of students
participate in office hours). Following this short debriefing of the activity, students are asked to vote on
a series of conceptual questions that again are provided to model the range of difficulty and information
they will be held accountable for on test day. Students may be asked to discuss their reasoning for these
questions in a Peer-Instruction or Think-Pair-Share format (if the results of their first voting are low
enough). However, the actual lettered answers to the questions are typically not provided - instead, a
stating of the reasoning that would be used to lead one to the correct answer might be modeled, or,
conversely, the incorrect reasoning that would lead to a common wrong answer (especially if it can be
highlighted in terms of something they discussed during the initial elicitation or as part of the activity)
may be provided. Following this debrief, if there is time remaining, we would segue to the elicitation of
the next topic taught in the course.
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Appendix II

Comments by

Professor John Hildebrand

on the

Georgia State University

Master Teachers Program in Biology

A Different View of Lecturers.

Most tenure-track faculty members regard Adjuncts and Lecturers as second-class colleagues -- "hired
help" to bear the burden of teaching that the regular faculty doesn't want to do. Until a few years ago, I
held a similar view. Then I had an experience that led me to change completely my viewpoint in this
matter.

I was called to serve on an APR team for the Department of Biology at Georgia State University. Their
self-study showed that at that time, among a faculty comprising about 50 members, 12 were Lecturers
and the rest, "regular" tenure-track faculty. Conditioned by traditional attitudes toward
Adjuncts/Lecturers, I went to Atlanta expecting to get an ear-full of complaints from what I anticipated
to be exploited Lecturers. What I learned, however, was entirely different and mind-changing for me.

It turned out that those 12 Lecturers were master teachers, competitively recruited for their positions,
deeply appreciated by the rest of the faculty and the students, and although paid on a scale different from
that for regular faculty, rewarded with raises similar to those granted to regular faculty and with
advancement (Lecturer to Senior Lecturer) and continuing appointments. They were very pleased with
their lots and told us they had the jobs they wanted. The Lecturers had much heavier teaching loads and
were responsible for the bulk of the "service" teaching in the department, leaving more advanced (and
specialized) teaching, including instruction of graduate students, in the hands of the regular tenure-track
faculty. Most impressive was the fact that, at that time, EVERY tenure-track faculty member in the
department had an extramurally funded and productive research program. They reported that their
lighter and more gratifying teaching responsibilities (thanks to the major contribution of the Lecturers)
enabled that impressive record in research. Similarly impressive was the remarkable culture of
collegiality among the Lecturers and between them and the tenure-track faculty members. Everybody
was very happy with the arrangement. And undergraduate students seemed not to know the difference
between the two types of "professors," except that they heaped the bulk of their praise on the Lecturers
as the best teachers.



I believe that it would be truly revolutionary to implement a strong version of that Georgia State Biology
model here at the UofA. Although Biology apparently was the only department at GSU that did so, I
think the approach has broad potential usefulness. Like GSU, we have relatively unselective
undergraduate admissions and serve a lot of poorly prepared students as well as all too many students
who are poorly motivated and/or simply out of place in a research university. We can't change that
situation, but we have a professional and ethical obligation to serve effectively the full range of students
-- from those who could have gone to Ivy-league schools to those who would have had a hard time in a
community college. I think we would do the job better if each unit that is responsible for an
undergraduate program had a cadre of Lecturers who were master teachers recruited through national
searches -- people who aspire to teaching careers and otherwise would teach at top independent colleges
such as Swarthmore, Williams, or Harvey Mudd. Their terms of engagement would be similar to those
in Biology at GSU -- continuing, valued and rewarded appointments with differentiated responsibilities,
but by no means second-class. At the UA, I understand that some departments have an arrangement that
partially resembles this approach, but I know of no case that approaches the strong version I advocate.

I anticipate several benefits from such a model. The quality and effectiveness of teaching would improve
thanks to the contributions of dedicated, motivated master teachers. Growing teaching burdens, owing to
growing undergraduate enrollment, would be borne by fewer people than under our present set-up
because Lecturers would carry much heavier loads than tenure-track faculty members typically do. As a
benefit of that differential responsibility, regular faculty would be enabled to devote more attention to
upper-division and graduate instruction and to productive scholarship. Moreover, departments could be
leaner, with fewer but better tenure-track faculty members than they now have.
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The present White Paper is an updated version of a proposal originally made by a faculty group in 1995. The
authors of that version are listed in Appendix E.
2 Note this would correspond approximately to the current graduation requirement.

This barely fits into the current upper limit for tuition relief but seems well worthwhile for those who meet the
requirements for proceeding to the advanced level.

Version March 19th 2007

Attachment A

RECONFIGURING UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

A White Paper1

Summary

This white paper presents a proposa! for reconfiguring the undergraduate program at the
University of Arizona (UA) in order to enhance our abi!ity to meet the diverse needs of UA
students, to increase the throughput of qualified graduates and to provide the state with graduates
that wi!! best serve its needs. The goal can be achieved only if the program recognizes and
accommodates the range of incoming student preparation, enabling students to proceed at a rate
determined by their level of accomplishment to an appropriate career. The program must also
recognize and meet the manifold needs of the state and especially its employers.

To achieve these goals we propose an undergraduate program structure with four levels of
accomplishment namely Foundation (Level I), Matriculation (Level II), Upper Division2 (Level
III) and Advanced (Level IV). Entry points for high school graduates would normally be at the
Foundation or Matriculation Levels depending on the student's level of academic preparation.
We also propose two degree exit points, following completion of the Upper Division or the
Advanced Level, arranged to articulate better with the different career paths of UA graduates.
General Education requirements, based on a core curriculum, would be met at the Foundation
and Matriculation Levels. In addition to the current majors programs, we also propose to expand
the number of programs leading to multi-disciplinary degrees - that is in combinations of
subjects that reflect the increasing breadth of education required by modern society.

Incoming students with superior preparation would enter at the Matriculation Level and could
graduate from Upper Division after three study years (90 units) or from the Advanced Level after
four study years (120 units). Adequately prepared students entering at the Foundation Level
could expect to graduate from the Upper Division after four study years (120) units and from the
Advanced Level after five study years (150 units)3. Progress would depend on accomplishment
and students would proceed at a pace and to a level determined by their own desires and
accomplishments.

i



We believe the proposed system would provide a better undergraduate experience for the vast
majority of students because it more readily accommodates the widely differing goals and needs
of UA students. It leaves all career paths open to students meeting Regents' entrance
qualifications and provides achievement incentives to students and high schools. The
reconfiguration can be accomplished through steady evolution from the current program.

We request that readers view this White Paper as an attempt to suggest a general approach to
improving the undergraduate experience at the UA. The two underlying principles are (1) a
combination of flexibility in accommodating different student needs; and (2) rigor in maintaining
standards. The goal is to have students advance through the system as they master previous work
so that the value of their degree is maintained. We recognize that the details of the structure
outlined in this White Paper cannot be applied directly to all areas of study at the UA; we do,
however, believe that the underlying principles can and should be so applied.
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Undergraduate Program Reconfiguration

Goal. The interests of the State of Arizona are best served by a well educated work force
at all levels of endeavor. This is especially true for individuals at the higher level of intellectual
capability since they will in general provide leadership in enhancing the overall technical,
economic and cultural activity within the state. Education of these individuals is the ftinction of
the universities and enhancing their quality is therefore a key to the state's future. For this reason,
President Robert Shelton has stated a goal for the University of Arizona (UA) of achieving a
ranking among the top ten public research universities. Reaching that goal requires simultaneous
achievement of excellence in the areas of teaching, research and service to the community. A key
element in this endeavor is the creation of an outstanding undergraduate program. This must be
accomplished while at least maintaining the high standards already established in other areas of
the University's mission.

The purpose of this White Paper is to suggest some ways in which improvements to the
undergraduate program might be accomplished. It builds upon an earlier White Paper published
in 1995. Some of the recommendations of that earlier document have been implemented, albeit
haltingly. Nonetheless much remains to be done if the UA is to develop an undergraduate
program worthy of its "top ten" aspirations. Indeed the basic problems have changed only
slightly in the interim and are listed below.

Problems with the UA Undergraduate Program. The problems include:

Failure of roughly 40 percent of the incoming freshman class to graduate in six years;

Lack of an effective way to handle the wide range of college preparedness of the freshman
class, with many students lacking even basic skills and incoming SAT scores ranging from
below 750 to above 1500g;

Failure of 30-40% of the entering freshman in the lower range of SAT or similar scores to
return for a second year (see Appendix A);

Difficulty on the part of many students in selecting appropriate courses from the huge
"smorgasbord" of offerings and requirements; this is especially true for the less well
prepared students and/or those with no clear concepts of career goals;

Weak connection, for many students, between enrollment in majors and the skills (even
broadly defined) needed in their subsequent careers;

A perception of the university as a large, amorphous and uncaring entity that does not deal

' Some students, high schools and colleges maybe moving away from SA T scores even though (or perhaps because) the
SATscore is such an accurate predictor of academic success.
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5

'Superior Preparation" which should allow them to proceed directly to more advanced studies.
Providing appropriate paths for the better prepared students should make the UA program more
attractive to them and hence lead to an increase in their number - thereby benefiting all involved.

The most important step toward improving the graduation rate - and hence public perception of
the undergraduate program - would be to increase the average level of preparedness of incoming
students. The data of Figure 1 suggest that, while the UA is graduating a comparable percentage
of students with lower SAT scores as are its peers, it is doing worse than its peers in graduating
students with the highest SAT scores. This in turn suggests that these better prepared students are
leaving the UA before they graduate perhaps to attend other schools with a more challenging
program. Our goal is, of course to increase the output of well qualified graduates from the UA,
i.e. to increase the graduation rate while maintaining the standards associated with a UA degree.

3. Conditions Associated with Change. The changes in the undergraduate program should,
if possible, meet the following criteria. They should:

Be consistent with the needs and resources of the students, the state and its employers;

Exert positive performance pressure on the high schools and their students;

Encourage good students to enter and stay at the UA;

Enhance the critical thinking skills and problem solving abilities of all students;

Be flexible enough to meet the needs both of those requiring specialized training and those
desiring a more general education;

Let students proceed at a pace that suits their abilities, motivation and financial
circumstances;

Recognize that most of the students will not proceed to academic careers and that many have
no need of a "specialist" education.

Given the rapidly growing demands for higher education in Arizona (both from students and
employers) expand the rate of production of suitably qualified graduates.

From normal considerations of cost-effectiveness, ensure that the total UA student
population does not decline significantly and perhaps grows.

A core general education curriculum is needed to guarantee that incoming students develop the
necessary basic skills and fundamental knowledge both to proceed to more advanced education
and to be well prepared for life in the 21st century. This involves skills in communicating and
reasoning and an appreciation of the cultural, social and scientific framework within which the
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student will live. This core provides the foundation upon which further studies can be undertaken
successfully.

In implementing the core curriculum, we need to take care of students at all levels of
preparedness. We should avoid having students repeat subject matter which they already
understand (there is nothing worse for student morale than to mark time). Care should also be
taken to ensure that students with inadequate preparation do not proceed to levels where failure
is inevitable. Both of these conditions imply a need for performance-based rather than time-
based progress evaluations. It is critical that such a system be implemented and operated
effectively.

At more advanced levels, there is a continuing need for "specialist" or "professional" training for
both undergraduate and graduate students. This has been the traditional product of universities
like the UA and the quality of this part of the program must be maintained or improved7.

However, there is apparently also an increasing demand for a more broadly based educational
program that produces graduates capable of meeting the rapidly changing requirements of
modern society. This type of undergraduate program, which is in many ways more challenging
than specialist training for both students and faculty, is also increasingly perceived as a good
basis for some professions (e.g. law, public service8 etc.). This component of the UA program
should be strengthened, while preserving or enhancing the quality of the "specialist" programs.
Both are required to meet the future needs of the state.

We are now at a watershed. If we ensure that students are better prepared at each stage and
permit students to progress at their own individual optimum rate, the program will improve both
in perception and in reality. If we slow down the better students, they will go elsewhere; if we
overwhelm the less prepared students they will fail. In either case the problems of the
undergraduate program will be perceived to worsen.

4. Proposed Restructuring. In order to address the above problems and achieve the stated
goals, we propose to restructure the UA undergraduate program to reflect four levels of
accomplishment through which a student may progress at a rate and to a level determined by
his/her own needs and efforts.

There would be two levels at which freshmen may enter, depending on their level of
preparedness. There would also be two degree levels ("standard" and "APS or Advanced!

7lndeed, very well prepared entering students, who already have clear career plans, should have the opportunity to
begin work immediately on their area of specialization.

8A outstanding and long established example is provided by the Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE)
sequence at Oxford University. It is also possible to conceive of interdisciplinary sequences designedfor pre-
Law, pre-Med, pre-Ed students.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustrating the different student paths depending on preparedness, career
goals, university accomplishment etc. There are at least two entry points (corresponding to the
Foundation and Matriculation levels of accomplishment) and two exit points (corresponding to
the completion of Upper Division or Advanced level work).

The purpose of each level would be as follows:

Level I - Foundation Level. This level would be the normal entry point for most students
(roughly 75 percent) who are admitted to the University. Its purpose would be to provide
students with the basic general education and skills required to proceed with a university
education. A full time student would normally spend one year completing Foundation Level
requirements.

These designations are arbitrary and temporary and are used here only as placeholders One might consider
"General "for Standard and "With Honors in (specialization) "for APS. Final designations remain to be
chosen and must ultimately be approved by the faculty and the Board of Regents.
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Professional/Specialist" see discussion below and Appendix D), corresponding to different
levels of academic accomplishment and oriented toward different career goals. In considering the
proposed structure, it is essential to recognize that the levels denote accomplishment or
performance, not length of time. Well defined measures of achievement at each level are,
therefore, essential. The proposed structure is illustrated schematically in Figure 2, in which a
"study year" refers to the annual load carried by a full time student (or roughly 30 units).
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The following subjects might be included at the Foundation Level: basic mathematics, English
composition, a foreign language, basic science, social studies and humanities. Much of this
material is already part of the curriculum offered at the UA. Foundation Level courses might be
offered (optional) on a Pass/Fail basis; performance in them would provide the criteria for
advancement to Level II. Students that cannot meet these criteria should be counseled to pursue
other careers.

Students could test out of Level I either by performing sufficiently well in placement exams set
by the University or by presenting Achievement Test or Advanced Placement results or simply
on the basis of UA Academic Index (see Appendix B). Students who can satisfy the Foundation
Level requirements upon entry should proceed directly to Level II (or higher). (Any of these
criteria would encourage greater levels of effort in the high schools, especially in the senior year).

Students well prepared in some areas but not in others might be permitted to proceed to some of
the Level II courses in areas of demonstrated competence while completing Level I requirements
in the others. It would also be possible to admit to Level I a limited number of students who
would otherwise be in their senior year at high school. Admission would be on a competitive
basis with some preference given to those whose high schools cannot provide the necessary level
of course work. (Such programs are reported to be working well at some other state universities).

Level II - Matriculation Level. Level II would contain the more advanced components of the
general education core curriculum. These would be developed by the individual Faculties
(Humanities, Science, Social and Behavioral Sciences, etc.) and would normally be taken by all
Matriculation Level students. Broad "integrating" courses (two semester six unit sequences in
each Faculty) would provide the student with an overview of the study area in question. (The
nature of integrating courses in the general area that includes that of specialization requires
further discussion)

Matriculation Level students would be expected to select and to begin taking courses in pursuit
of a chosen major or leading to a "Multidisciplinary Studies (MDS)" degree. For some students,
these might be viewed as "pre-major" programs and would give students and faculty an
opportunity to decide whether or not the program choice was appropriate for the individual
involved. Career counseling services should be provided to guide students at this stage. A full
time student would normally expect to complete the Matriculation Level in one year. A
Certificate of Matriculation might be provided for those who complete Level II requirements so
that even those that leave at this stage would have some recognition of their accomplishment.
Matriculation Level might have an honors program similar to that currently offered by UA.

In addition to the "integrating" general education courses, a reduced suite of courses for non-
major general studies would also be offered at the Matriculation Level, along with courses in the
student's major field. The number of such additional courses required would be left to the faculty
in individual majors programs (specialist or multi-disciplinary) and would in part be determined
by the other requirements of the major concerned. The individual faculties may also set
Matriculation Level accomplishment criteria for admission to their programs leading to Level IV
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studies, when these are required. University wide criteria would apply for programs leading to
Level III.

Students who arrive at the University with truly exceptional capabilities or accomplishments may
be permitted to skip all or part of the Matriculation Level and proceed directly to Level III in
their area of specialization. The decision on individual cases would be made by the faculty
concerned. Such students would normally undertake a Level IV program of study and could, in
any case, not graduate with less than 90 credit units (three study years).

According to current ABOR policies, graduates of two-year colleges and appropriately qualified
transfer students from other universities would also be eligible to proceed directly to level III,
upon approval of the faculty concerned.

Levels III - Upper Division (2 years). Upon satisfactory completion of Level II, students would
proceed to the major and faculty of their choice (either specialist or multidisciplinary). Upper
Division curricula would contain much the same course structure as is currently in place and full
time students should expect to spend two years in completing this part of the program. Upon
completion of Upper Division studies, the student would be eligible to receive a Standard9
baccalaureate degree that would represent a level of accomplishment similar to the current
average degree award at the UA. A student could also elect to continue studies at Level IV,
leading to an Advanced/Professional/Specialist9 ("APS") baccalaureate degree or to an
"accelerated Master's" degree (see below).

For students not wishing to pursue one of the "specialist" majors as currently defined in existing
colleges, we propose to expand the multi-disciplinary programs leading to an MDS degree
granted under the auspices of University College. The purpose is to provide options for students
who desire a broader education that is well suited to the general employment opportunities
within the state - and the needs of many employers in both the public and private sectors. The
existence of such a program will also help solve the current problem of students in search of any
major that will accept them; it will also allow the specialist programs to elevate their standards
and so encourage superior students to stay in Arizona.

We envisage the MDS program to involve a limited number of subject combinations with
courses selected largely from those already offered by the various departments and colleges.
Thus an Arizona PPE degree might involve courses selected from/ taught by the Political Science,
Philosophy and Economics Departments. Another possibility might be a general science degree
with courses drawn from both the physical and life sciences and perhaps statistics and oriented to
potential science teachers, science writers, patent attorneys, technical managers to cite a few
examples. A combination of psychology, a foreign language and marketing might also appeal to
students entertaining a career in international sales.1° Some programs of this kind are already

10 We understand that an MDS program in the three areas of Commerce, Political Science, and Spanish is under
consideration for those students that will not proceed to advanced standing in the Eher College of Business and
Public Administration.
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underway but are not as well established and/or recognized as we believe desirable. We suggest
that some well defined groupings be added in consultation with employer organizations within
the state. These offerings can then be adapted and expanded in the light of experience -
especially with employment prospects. Since graduation standards must be maintained, this
program would probably only have a second-order effect on the graduation rate. It would,
however, provide an alternative path for students whose options are currently disjoint from their
career goals.

For most students, whether in traditional or multi-disciplinary majors, the norma! undergraduate
course of study would end with the completion of Upper Division and the award of a standard
degree. Those in traditional majors that wish to proceed to Graduate or Professional School
would normally continue to Level IV - or proceed directly to an "Accelerated Masters" where
such a program is available and appropriate (see discussion below). In some subjects, this may
require some adjustment in Upper Division curricula (e.g. special courses) for the students
involved. In others, good performance in Upper Division may be sufficient to permit students to
begin work early on the Level IV degree requirements.

Level IV - Advanced Level. After satisfactory completion of Upper Division studies (and, in
certain subjects, a special course of study during that time) a student could elect to proceed to
Leve! IV, the most advanced undergraduate leve!. The student could expect to complete the
Advanced Leve! in one year and would then receive an APS Degree9. The expected level of
performance for an APS Degree would be set so that those students who receive such a degree
have a high probability of being admitted to a recognized graduate or professional school in their
field of study if they so desire. Quality will be ca!ibrated in most fields through the GRE or
similar exams. Specifically, students with a high GPA at the Advanced Level should do
corresponding!y well on the GRE and similar exams; the internal grade scale would be adjusted
to meet this requirement. (cf Appendix D for details of the advanced program at the ANU).

An alternative path would lead the student directly to an "Accelerated Masters" degree, a
concept now being implemented in a number of degree programs. Depending on the field of
study this might involve one or two additional years of study but might be especially attractive
in certain fields such as Engineering (see Appendix D for details of the Biochemistry Master's
program).

The proposed Level structure is further illustrated in Figure 3 which also shows articulation to
high schools, community colleges, graduate and/or professional school and to the work force.

Time to Graduate. For a full time student, who entered the University with adequate preparation,
the expected time to graduate with a Standard Degree would be four years (120 units), while an
APS Degree would take five (150 units). A full time student with superior preparation could
graduate with a standard Degree after three years (90 units) and with an APS Degree after four
(120 units). Only a student with adequate preparation seeking an APS Degree would obviously
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Figure 4. The proposedLevel structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry points for
high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as the option
for truly exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students may conclude
their studies with the award of either a Standard or an APS baccalaureate degree following
satisfactory completion of studies in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV) respectively.
They would then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or professional school.
The role of University College in monitoring the General Education and Multi-disciplinary
Studies programs is also shown. [Note Level III consists of two study years; all other levels are
one study year.]
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require more than 120 units of credit to graduate. (Appendix C contains a discussion of the work
load required of a full time student and the impact of student employment on time-to-graduate.)

Degrees. While not essential, we nonetheless suggest that some distinction be made between
degrees at the Standard and APS levels. The issue is discussed in Appendix D. One possibility is
to reserve the designation BA for a Standard degree and to use existing (or in some cases new)
specialist designations for APS degrees (e.g., BS, BFA, BLit. etc). Another involves using the
qualifier "Honors" for the advance degree. Many other designations are possible - and there is
some advantage to sticking as closely as possible to existing names for familiar concepts.
(Appendix D also contains further information on an Accelerated Master's Program in
Biochemistry at UA and an Advance Bachelors' Degree program at the Australian National
University.)

Cost Concerns. While it is true that the proposed reconfiguration involves some additional effort,
it is not clear that the overall expense would rise dramatically. The reason for this is that the re-
structuring would involve two course ladders that are already in existence, namely the standard
courses leading, after completion of Level III, to a Standard degree and the honors sequence,
which could be modified to take care of those electing to proceed to Level IV and an APS degree.
This would involve some changes to the current honors program in that the class size might well
expand as the fraction of students taking the APS sequence grows - one goal of the
reconfiguration. The question of cost does, however, require more careful analysis before
embarking on major change.

5. Additional Considerations. While section 4 contains the principal elements of our
restructuring proposal, a number of additional options have been discussed and these are
described in further detail below.

University College. In the current proposal, the purpose of University College is two-fold,
namely to:

provide a "home" for up to two years of general education for entering students, until they
identify their major department or course of subsequent study; and
serve as an Upper Division coordinating vehicle for those seeking an MDS (non-specialist)

degree.
University College would thus serve the student who either seeks a general education as an
outcome or has not yet achieved the level of general preparedness required to commence more
advanced or specialized work.

University College courses would normally be taught by faculty in the existing colleges, which
would also provide faculty mentors or advisors. Essentially all teaching faculty in the Humanities,
Science and Social Studies would, therefore, have an appointment and responsibilities in
University College in addition to their college specific duties. A Dean and some staff would be
required to administer the program and to coordinate with the specialist colleges. They might be
appointed from the specialist faculties on a rotating basis, thereby ensuring close coordination of
academic programs and standards.
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Accomplishment Levels. As noted above, Levels J-IV represent levels of accomplishment. The
plan requires that a student demonstrate performance at a lower level before proceeding to a
higher one. It is, therefore, necessary to establish a well-understood means of defining these
levels. Some definition is provided by entities external to the university, such as SAT, ACT, AP
at the entry level and by GRE, LSAT, MSAT and similar scores for graduates. The other
accomplishment levels will have to be set internally but in careful registration with the external
measures at initiation and conclusion of the students' sojourn at the UA

Probably the greatest problems will be at the Foundation Level. It is suggested that the required
performance for completion of Foundation Level be calibrated in terms of College Board
Achievement Tests, Advanced Placement or similar criteria, (see Appendix B for discussion of
the use of Academic Index in this context). This would serve the purpose of specificity and
provide easier articulation with high schools both in Arizona and out-of-state. Foundation Level
students would be tested internally for advancement to Matriculation Level (through their normal
course accomplishments). Students could test out of the Foundation Level either by presenting
Achievement Test or Advanced Placement results or by performing sufficiently well in
placement exams set by the University. The actual level of performance required would be set
by the individual faculties involved. Students would normally be permitted to proceed to Level II
only when they are able to meet the performance criteria.

At Levels III and IV, external standards are already set in terms of entry to graduate school
which is itself frequently determined by GRE scores or similar indices. Another calibration is
provided by the standard accreditation processes. The Provost, in consultation with the Deans of
individual colleges will need to set and maintain internal standards by reference to these external
measures. Students doing well by internal measures should (statistically) do well on external
tests also.

The requirements for completion of Level II (and in some circumstance of Level III) will have
to be set largely internally. They will need careful articulation with programs at two year
colleges. In setting completion criteria for Level II, each degree program should establish what
additional general education (beyond the Foundation Level and the three integrating courses of
the Matriculation Level) is needed to satisfy its requirements.

6. Advantages of the Proposed Restructuring. The structure outlined above could bring
the following benefits. It would:

Provide a basic framework and platform which is more comprehensible and less threatening
to the incoming student, while still retaining substantial flexibility;

Ensure that the student has developed a foundation of knowledge and skills before
proceeding either into an area of specialization or more advanced multi-disciplinary studies -
thereby also reducing the likelihood of failure;
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(e) Permit the well prepared or especially talented student to proceed more rapidly, thereby
increasing the probability that the student will enter and remain at the UA;

Make it clear to students that progress depends on their own performance;

Allow classes to be offered to groups of students that are at more closely similar preparation
levels; this is more effective for students as well as more economical;

Accommodate the needs of students requiring a more general education, for which there is
increasing demand.

Encourage better preparation of students at the high schools through student and parent
(including cost) pressures;

Create a greater collegial atmosphere among faculty fulfilling part of their teaching
obligation through University College (it would also encourage the "schools" concept for
teaching courses required for specialists);

Help raise the overall intellectual level of the undergraduate program by increasing the
attractiveness of the UA to better prepared students.

Provide improved potential for undergraduates, especially those in the APS programs, to
become involved in the research activities of the University.

The likely result of implementing this program is an overall improvement in the level of
undergraduate performance and in public perception of the "value" of an undergraduate
education at the UA. Such improvement is an essential element of a program to place the UA
among the top 10 public research universities in the nation.

Concluding Remarks. This White Paper has been prepared by a group of interested faculty not
as a prescription to be adopted in its entirety but rather as a stimulus for discussion leading to an
overall enhancement of the UA's undergraduate program. It certainly contains suggestions that
would differentiate the UA from many of its peers, hopefully in a positive way as viewed from
the student perspective. Some action in regard to the undergraduate program is, in any case,
necessary if the UA is to achieve its goal of a "top ten publics" ranking.
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Table A]. Average incoming student SATscore (2004 freshmen) vs graduation rate (for
1999 cohort) at 33AA U Public universities.

first-time, full-time freshman. The data are taken from a comprehensive summary prepared in
November 2006 by Richard Kroc II, the UA Assistant Vice-President, Enrollment Research; the
summary is reproduced in Table A2. The UA graduation rates at different intervals of SAT score
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Public University Average SAT
Score (2004 class)

% graduating
(1999) cohort

University of Virginia 1330 93%
University of California, Berkeley 1314 87%
University of California, Los Angeles 1290 87%
University of Michigan 1287 87%
Pennsylvania State University(*) 1200 86%
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 1287 84%
University of California, San Diego 1250 84%
University of California, Irvine 1209 80%
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 1274 80%
University of California, Davis 1170 80%
University of Florida 1260 79%

University of California, Santa Barbara 1182 79%
University of Wisconsin, Madison 1274 78%

Texas A&M University 1183 77%
University of Maryland at College Park 1237 76%
Michigan State University 1137 76%
University of Texas at Austin 1230 75%
University of Washington 1182 74%
Rutgers, State University of New Jersey 1226 71%
University of Pittsburgh 1231 70%
Ohio State University 1153 68%
Iowa State University 1131 68%
Purdue University 1149 67%

University of Iowa 1163 66%
University of Missouri, Columbia 1142 66%
University of Colorado at Boulder 1170 66%

University of Oregon 1114 65%
University of Nebraska, Lincoln 1177 63%

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 1183 61%
Stony Brook University, State University of New
York

1176 59%

University of Kansas 1137 59%
University of Arizona 1120 59%
University of Buffalo, State University of New York 1140 57%



are generally consistent with the overall results for the AAU public universities. This consistency
is evidence that degree standards for AAU universities, including the UA, are comparable.

The UA has found that its Academic Index (AI)'1, a combination of High School Academic GPA,
SAT scores and certain other criteria, is an even better predictor of performance at the university
level than SAT scores alone. Indeed the data in Table A2 are presented in terms of AI. Figure A2
illustrates the dependence on AI of six year graduation rate for both resident and non-resident
first-time, full-time freshman. It shows essentially the same result as Figure Al.

The AI is a predictor of scholastic performance at the UA based principally on high school academic GPA and
SAT score but also including other variables such as AP/JBC units taken. Its formal range is O <AI <300.
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Figure A2. UA graduation rates as afunction of incoming Academic Index for the period 1992
to 2006. The trends are essentially the same as those shown in Figure Al using SA T score.

In Figure A3, we show the distribution of resident and non-resident first-time, full-time freshman
according to their AI. Also plotted in Figure A3 is the distribution of such students graduating
within six years. The comparison clearly illustrates the very substantial loss of low AI students
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and hence the corresponding loss of the funds invested in them. This is especially true for the
resident students, where the state has provided a substantial subsidy toward their education.
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In the range of SAT scores from 1075 to 1200, the typical graduation rate of University
of Arizona students is similar to that of the other AAU Universities.

Above a score of'- 1200, or roughly the top 20% of our students, the UA graduation rates
are below the average graduation rates for other AAU Universities. This phenomenon - the
relative inability to retain the best students - is common to ASU and NAU and is of general
concern since the state arguably profits most by retaining these students after graduation.

Since the decision to graduate or not to graduate a student is made ultimately for
employers, not for students, a high quality public university cannot afford to graduate students
who are distinctly inferior to those from other similar institutions. Enhancing the quality of the
graduating class must therefore be a high priority for the UA.

Implications. The above suggests the following:

The students at the lower end of the AI distribution must be brought up to an adequate
level of intake preparedness before proceeding to higher education. This can be done either by
selection or additional preparation (or some combination) and should greatly improve the
chances of successful graduation of entering students.

The better UA students must find themselves in an environment that is "more friendly" to
their aspirations and, in particular, one that does not hold them back to a pace set by the poorer
students. If this environment is maintained and made more visible, it will result in more well
prepared students selecting and remaining at the UA. This will in turn improve the institutional
graduation rate and make the higher education process more cost-efficient.

The percentage of well prepared freshmen may be estimated from the (reasonable)
criterion that such students have a probability of graduating which exceeds, say, 66 percent. This
corresponds to a UA AI of approximately 200 (or an SAT score of 1160). At the UA, only 25
percent of first-time, full-time freshmen meet this criterion at present.

There is a need to give students an incentive to learn basic skills at high school. They
should neither expect to learn them - nor should they be forced to relearn them - at the UA.

We believe that the reconfiguration of the undergraduate program proposed in this White Paper
addresses all these points.
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APPENDIX B

Academic Index as a Calibrating Criterion for Level i Completion

In a system like the one proposed in this White Paper, it is essential that a reasonable and
objective criterion be established for students to advance directly to Level 2 - the Matriculation
Level. While other criteria will be necessary - especially for out of state or foreign students - it
will be necessary to maintain some degree of consistency among them. These other criteria
might include Advanced Placement or UA placement exam results, ACH scores etc. etc. We
suggest that the Academic Index (AI) be used to define (calibrate) such performance criteria for
satisfactory completion of Level 1. Students with an AI 2OO or equivalent (or a probability of
66% of graduating) should, in normal circumstances be deemed ready to proceed directly to
Level 2 if they so desire. This criterion can be cross-calibrated with other external or internal
measures.

We believe that the minimum standards for testing out of Level i should involve a specific level
of proficiency in English Composition, Mathematics, a foreign or computer language, and in
some area of Science and of Social Studies. Some minimum level of proficiency in the use of
computers would also be desirable.

A student entering the UA at the Foundation level would be expected to meet the above criteria
before proceeding to the Matriculation Level. Such a student intending to take a specialist degree
might be expected to demonstrate accomplishment above the Level I minimum. For example the
student might be expected to take one or two additional subjects, and also to do better than the
minimum an endeavor related to his or her chosen area of specialty.

Note external tests are NOT intended as a replacement for internal placement tests where these
are deemed necessary. The UA might also administer its own placement tests in state high
schools at the end of the first and second senior high school semesters, to give students the
opportunity to test out of Level i before arrival at the University.
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APPENDIX C

Time to Graduate

Being a college student is more than a full time job, yet there is an expectation in the community
that it is possible to work one's way through college and graduate in four years. The numbers
show how wrong this is.

To graduate in four years from a program with a 120 unit graduation requirement implies an
average of 15 units per semester, assuming no courses are failed. Each unit implies an hour in
class per week, plus 2 homework hours, so to graduate in four years requires a 45 hour week of
college work alone. It is certainly true that some better than average students can manage to do
their homework in a shorter time, particularly if they are also willing to accept poorer than
average grades. However, even for these students, a four year graduation probably implies a
minimum of about 30 hours per week of college work.

Students may, at their option, work "halftime" that is, for up to an additional 20 hours per week
through work at the university. For four year graduates, working this many hours implies a work
week of 65 hours! If attention suffers, then it is necessary to reduce the load, either by someone
else paying the student's way, or by reducing the course load and taking more time to graduate.

Ifa student takes a load of 12 units - the minimum considered as "full-time", this becomes a 36
hour week of college work, and can perhaps be accomplished by the more gifted students in
about 24 hours. Then the addition of a 20 hour or half-time job brings the work load up to
between 44 and 56 hours. For such a person, summer classes will be needed, to graduate in less
than 5 years.

Anyone trying to work a 40 hour job and also go to college, should understand that being a full
time student is ruled out. For them, a course load of 2-3 courses per semester is probably the
limit, and the corresponding time to graduate is about 6-10 years.

Ifa student then tries to accomplish an excessive amount of work and college courses, the likely
result will be courses failed and even further delay in graduation. For most of these students,
work is necessary to pay at least part of their college expenses.

For reference, work load statistics for UA students are as follows:

Data for Fall 200626

Working more than
Graduating Seniors Rising Juniors

3lhrs 11% 5%
21 hrs 33% 20%
llhrs 63% 49%
1 hrs 80% 57%

26 Data provided by Dr. Rick Kroc II, Assistant Vice-president for Enrollment Research
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APPENDIX D

POSSIBLE DEGREE STRUCTURE

The proposed reconfiguration of the undergraduate program envisages two possible degree
outcomes. The first is the standard degree awarded after completion of Upper Division (Level 3)
or 120 units of which a student may test out of 30 at the Foundation Level (Level 1). The second
is the APS (advanced/professional/specialist) degree awarded upon completion of the Advanced
Level (Level 4).

It seems appropriate - although not necessary - to recognize these different accomplishments in
the title of the degree. This topic was discussed at length by faculty members contributing to this
report. No "ideal" solution was found. However, considering the advantages of not diverging too
drastically from current practice, the participants came up with the following "acceptable"
solutions. No great importance is attached to these titles, which in no way alter the substance of
the overall restructuring program. They are offered merely as examples.

Option I (see Figure Dl)
The standard degree might be the Bachelor of Arts (BA) regardless of the student's major.
The APS degree might signify the area of study using the titles already used by individual
colleges; examples would be Bachelor of Science (BS), Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA),
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) etc. The BA could also be used for APS degrees
from colleges or faculties traditionally using this title (mainly humanities or social
sciences) but alternatives such as Bachelor of Humanities or BA (Humanities) etc might
be preferred. The degree titles should, in any case, be proposed by the individual faculties
to serve the needs of their students.

The current practice of awarding degrees with or without Honors or with the designations cum
laude, summa cum laude etc could be continued for both standard and APS degrees if desired.

Option 2 (see Figure D2)
The standard (or regular) degree could have the same designation as at present so that BA,
BSc, BFA, BSN etc. would all still be used at this level. The word honors would not be
used in connection with standard degrees but outstanding performance could be
recognized through a qualifier such as with distinction.
The APS degree could be assigned the prefix or suffix "Honors" so that the degree
became a BA (Hons), BSc (Hons) etc. Outstanding performance in an honors degree
program would be recognized with the qualifiers cum laude, magna cum laude, summa
cum laude.

A degree structure such as the above would not only provide appropriate recognition for student
accomplishment but also bring more order into a situation which is currently confusing to the
public and to employers in particular.
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Gcduate/ Profrsional School
U of A rs elsewhere

Speciahst Colleges

Cmv Col legei Multidisciplinary

Figure Dl. Option 1. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry
points for high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as
the option for truly exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students may
conclude their studies with the award of either a BA as a Standard degree or one of several field
specfIc options (Bs, BSN etc) as an APS baccalaureate degree following satisfactory completion
of studies in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would then join the
work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or professional school. The role of University
College in monitoring the General Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies programs is also
shown. [Note Level III consists of Iwo study years; all other levels are one study year.]
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Gra4ute/ Professional School
U ofA or elsewhere

Advanced Level (1V)

Univ. College! Multidisciplinary

Figure D2. Option 2. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the Iwo normal entry
points for high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as
the option for truly exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students may
conclude their studies with the award of either an ordinary BS, BA, BSN, BFA etc as a Standard
degree or a BS (Hons), BA (Hons), BSN (Hons), BFA (Hons) etc. as a APS baccalaureate degree
following satisfactory completion of studies in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV)
respectively. They would then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or
professional school. The role of University College in monitoring the General Education and
Multi-disciplinary Studies programs is also shown. [Note Level III consists of two study years;
all other levels are one study year.]
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Accelerated Masters' Program in Biochemistry

The information below comes directly from the Biochemistry Department Website:
http://www.biochem.arizona.edu/dept/bsms.html

Five Year B.S.IM.S. in Biochemistry
The Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biophysics offers the opportunity for students to participate in an
accelerated curriculum that leads to both the Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees. This curriculum
follows the normal B.S. degree for three years, but adds two graduate level courses during their fourth year that are
applied to the subsequent M.S. program. These graduate courses cannot be included in the student's B.S. degree
program. The fifth year includes three graduate courses, research credits, and the Masters Thesis. IShould a student
have completed 12 graduate credits, but not yet completed the undergraduate degree, they will be considered
graduate for financial aid and tuition purposes and coded as 'graduate' in SIS. They will no longer be eligible for
undergraduate scholarships, nor will they be eligible for graduate assistantships]. Students must apply to the
Graduate College during their fourth year for official admission to the MS. program immediately following
completion of their B.S. degree requirements.

Students who are interested in this unique opportunity should meet with a member of the Advisory Committee in the
fall semester of their junior year to plan for the course work and thesis. In the spring semester of their junior year,
students must have their Senior Thesis and M.S. Thesis mentor approved by the Advisory Committee. This research
mentor must have an appointment (primary or joint) in BMB or must have an ongoing research collaboration with
one of our primary faculty members. General advice concerning selection of a research mentor and a list of specific
faculty who qualify as research mentors for the M.S. degree are provided on a separate page. The Senior Thesis (or
Honors Thesis) for the B.S. degree comprises preliminary work for the M.S. Thesis that is to be completed during
the fifth year. A thesis committee consisting of the approved mentor and two faculty from the BMB program must
be selected during the spring semester of their junior year. This committee will approve the proposed graduate
requirements in completing the BS/MS degree.

The Master of Science degree requires 30 units (minimum) of graduate work in 500-level courses or above, up to 15
of which may be in thesis research. At least one-half of the required units must be in courses offering regular letter
grades. Up to 12 units of graduate credit earned as an undergraduate and not applied toward the baccalaureate degree
can be applied for credit toward a master's degree. Required courses for the M.S. degree include Proteins and
Enzymes 565 and two other courses from the list below. The student, with approval from the thesis committee,
chooses the remaining graduate courses required for the degree.

*****t***************************************************************************************

An Advanced BSc Program at the Australian National University.
(Information provided by Dr. Darren Croton (UC Berkeley)

A BSc degree in Australia typically lasts 3 years and is approximately equivalent to the 4 year
US degree. It tends to be slightly less general and more focused than in the US, hence the year
difference (i.e. a physics major would do physics, math, some chemistry perhaps. But not
typically any arts, language, cultural, history, etc subjects that are often required in the US to
give "breadth"). At the end of 3 years you graduate with your BSc.

If you are interested in a PhD, or perhaps your desired career path requires some extra research
experience, then you can choose to do an additional year as a BSc student, called an Honours
year. Regardless how you go in this year you still have your BSc. This extra year (as an

¡hVersion March 19 ,2007



undergraduate) is usually 1/2 research and 1/2 advanced coursework, sort of like a mini
Masters. Often a publication will come from the research, while the coursework will be Jackson
for E&M, etc, similar to ist year grad classes here in the US.

Once you pass this extra year you get your BSc with honours (4 year degree). You can then go
on to do a PhD, which will sometimes include some more, even more advanced coursework, but
usually is just research only.

The information below comes directly from the ANU Honours handbook
(http://science.anu.edu .au/Honours/index.php):

"What Honours is and what you will get out of it

Honours programs at the ANU take one academic year (full time). Honours aims to build on the knowledge and
skills that you have learned in your undergraduate career. In doing so, Honours continues and rounds out a process
begun in the study of your chosen field at an undergraduate level. However, Honours is much more than this. It is a
time of social, professional and intellectual development in which students become better acquainted with some of
the central features of academic life: seminars, workshops, presentation of work to colleagues, research design and
communication of scientific findings.

Accordingly, students are generally given much more autonomy and responsibility for their own intellectual
development during this year than previously. All Honours degrees at ANU are based on the model of developing
your skills, under supervision, as an independent researcher and innovative thinker. Honours will also test your
organisational skills; in particular, your ability to prepare, define, plan, carry out and report on research. As an
Honours student in the Faculty of Science, you will undertake your own empirical research on a topic you choose to
study and your research should involve the creation of 'new' information and knowledge in your chosen field. You
will prepare a thesis that presents the background for and describes and explains your research findings. Some
Honours programs also involve a coursework component.

Therefore, Honours offers the opportunity to develop a level of learning and a suite of skills that add significant
value to those gained during a Pass (Bachelor) degree. Consistent with this, the ANU Undergraduate Handbook
states that completion of an Honours Degree attests to the following achievements:

greater depth and breadth of knowledge within the chosen field of study;

development of an independent approach to and ability in research and in academic communication; and

a superior academic ability, as judged by performance in second and third year units and in the Honours year.'
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APPENDIX E

The following faculty members contributed to writing and/or critiquing the
original version of this document:

John Bieging (Astronomy)
Adam Burrows (Physics)
John Cocke (Astronomy)
Chandrakant Desai (Engineering)
Elizabeth Ervin (Music)
William Fans (Mathematics)
Merrill Garrett (Psychology)
Robert Hershberger (Architecture)
John Hildebrand (Neurobiology)
Christopher Impey (Astronomy)
Philip Keller (Chemistry)
Brian Larkins (Plant Science)
Tom Lindell (Molecular/Cellular Biology)
Jonathan Lunine (Lunar/Planetary Science)
Gerald Monsman (English)
Claire Parsons (Nursing)
Richard Poss (Humanities)
Richard Powell (Optical Sciences)
Eugene Sander (Agriculture)
Michael Schiffer (Anthropology)
Ernest Smerdon (Engineering)
Vernon Smith (Economics)
Peter Strittmatter (Astronomy)
Donna Swaim (Humanities)
Richard Thompson (Mathematics)
Doug Toussaint (Physics)
Christopher Walker (Astronomy)
Bruce Walsh (Ecology/Evolutionary Biology)
Ann Weekes (Humanities)
Raymond White (Astronomy)
Nick Woolf (Astronomy)
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Seconded Motion
from the

Faculty Senate Executive Committee

January 26, 2009

The University of Arizona Faculty
Senate endorses the report from the

"Senate Task Force on Retention and
Advancement of Undergraduate

Students" and recommends that the
Faculty Offîcers work with the Provost's

office to implement the
recommendations as soon as is

feasible.
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THE UNIVERSI1Y
or ARIZONA

Committee ofEleven

Arizona's First University - Since 1885.

Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel St.
Tucson, AZ 85721-0473
Tel: (520) 621-1342
Fax: (520) 621-8844
facsen@u.arizona.edu

Memo to: Provost Meredith Hay, Faculty Chair Wanda Howell

From: Committee of Eleven

Date: January 20, 2009

RE: Faculty Annual Performance Evaluation and Instructional Accountability and Responsibility Process

The University of Arizona has in place detailed policies for annual performance evaluation, and
coupled to that a requirement for each individual faculty member to have, in consultation with the
department head, an agreement on goals, assignments, and expectations for the next annual review
(UHAP 3.10). In addition, then-Provost Gene Sander provided the Deans with an Instructional
Accountability and Responsibility Process (IARP, November 2, 2007, also attached), which required the
Dean to establish with each department head a resource-driven teaching responsibility. This would be
based on the teaching load of a faculty member whose workload assignment is 100% teaching, with each
department determining the types and amounts of teaching that are equivalent for fulfilling teaching
assignments at various workload percentages (teaching:research:service). It is our belief that in a number
of cases faculty who are inactive in one area (e.g. research) are not necessarily given proportionally
increased responsibility in other areas (e.g. teaching). Moreover, it is not clear that the IARP has been
fully implemented, nor has it been approved by the Faculty Senate. We believe it is critical that both the
annual performance and IARP guidelines be fully implemented and that all faculty have workload
assignments that assure an 100% effort. To this end we recommend the following.

The Faculty Senate formally adopt the Instructional Accountability and Responsibility Process.
The Provost's Office work with each dean to make sure that the TARP is fully implemented in
each department in their college.
Each department publishes the workload assignments for the next academic year that result from
the annual performance evaluation for each faculty member.
The deans review workload assignments annually, for each department, and certify that the IARP
is being used as agreed (2. above).

Currently, as part of the annual evaluation, if it is determined that a faculty member's performance in
teaching, research, or service is unsatisfactory, then that faculty member is required to create a Faculty
Development Plan. Moreover, if the faculty member's performance is deemed unsatisfactory overall; s/he
is required to undergo an Enhanced Review. In this context we recommend the following.

1. That this prescribed process be fully utilized, and when a faculty member is deemed
unsatisfactory the process be implemented in the shortest time possible. There is simply no
justification for failure of a tenured faculty member to rectify an unsatisfactory evaluation in the
following academic year.



ME M O R A N D UM (revised 1/8/08)

DATE: November 2, 2007

TO: Deans, Vice Deans, and Associate Deans for Instruction

SUBJECT: Instructional accountability and responsibility process

Introduction:

Instruction is a central aspect of the mission of the University of Arizona (UA).
Recognizing the need for consistent instructional resources and the need to make
academically sound and efficient use of those resources, the UA has developed a set of
best practices that will provide a campus-wide system of instructional responsibility and
accountability. This process applies the principles of the "responsibility compacts", now
used in determining the central fùnding of General Education and Foundation courses, to
all instructional activities. This process also places the responsibility and accountability
for instructional activities across all levels of the academy: Faculty, Department Heads,
Deans, Provost.

Establishing Teaching Responsibilities:

Setting appropriate expectations is the first element of institutional accountability
and responsibility. Colleges and departments will establish, through appropriate shared
governance methods, guidelines for how the teaching responsibilities of individual
faculty members will be met. Further, baseline numbers of courses which will be taught
must be established at the college, department, and individual faculty levels. Thus, I ask
that you implement the following steps:

Clarify what constitutes a contribution to teaching:

To create a baseline from which equivalencies can be determined, each College
should determine and report to the Provost the teaching load of a faculty member
whose workload assignment is 100% teaching.

Each department should determine what types and amounts of teaching are
equivalent for fulfilling teaching assignments at various workload percentages.



Establish baseline levels of responsibility:

The Vice President for Instruction will establish with each dean the total teaching
responsibility of that college. The dean will then establish with each department a
resource-driven teaching responsibility.

Each department head will establish with each faculty member his or her normal
teaching workload.

Ongoing Processes to Ensure Teaching Responsibility and Unit and Individual
Accountability:

While from year to year, there may be variance as to how different units within a
college will meet their teaching responsibilities, the total teaching responsibility at the
University level has not dramatically changed over the past several years. Thus, there will
an expectation that at the college level, the baselines established above may not greatly
change from year to year.

At the individual faculty member level, however, there may be appropriate
reasons see changes made annually. Consequently, it is important that, depending upon
resources, changes in teaching accountability can be accommodated. It is also important
that accountability for meeting these responsibilities become a routine part of annual
reporting at all levels. Thus I ask that the following steps be reaffirmed in our standard
practice of faculty annual performance evaluations.

Department heads working with individual faculty members must ensure that the
department's overall responsibility for teaching is met. To be more specific, each
department as a whole will decide how the unit will meet its responsibilities for
teaching. This will necessitate that departments appropriately distribute teaching
responsibilities among all members of the department, at least on an annual basis.

Each spring, during the normal faculty performance evaluation, each department
head will negotiate a written workload statement for the following academic year.
This will result in each faculty member having a specified percentage of time
assigned to instructional activities. Department heads will be expected to balance
teaching load assignments based on the curricular needs of the unit to ensure
appropriate levels of course offerings that advance our student retention and
graduation goals.

In the case of individual faculty members and departments, accountability for
meeting pre-established teaching responsibilities will occur within the normal
annual performance review process. Individual faculty workload statements will
be part of the annual performance review and will explicitly state how teaching
workload assignments were met. Likewise, each department will include in its
annual report the teaching compact established with the dean and an account of
how that responsibility was met.



College deans will be accountable to the Provost each year during the annual
performance review process for demonstrating the high quality of teaching in
their college and how the college met the terms of its "responsibility compact" for
instruction that academic year.

The Provost and the Vice President for Instruction will be accountable to the
colleges and departments for providing a negotiated amount of resources
necessary to meet the agreed-upon responsibility compacts of the colleges and its
individual departments.

Earlier drafts of this process have already been discussed at meetings of the
Dean's Council and CAAC. Based on your suggestions, the original drafting team -
Jerry Hogle, Wanda Howell and Miranda Joseph - have made revisions. I now ask that
each of you begin implementation using your normal shared governance process. I
would like to complete the first four bulleted items in this memo under Establishing
Teaching Responsibilities by February 1, 2008.

Sincerely yours,

Executive Vice President and Provost

attachment: Management Plan Document

xc: Jerry Hogle
Robert Shelton
Team Provost




